Relaxation dynamics of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions perturbed by external tones. II. Suppression of interacting emissions.
The level of a spontaneous otoacoustic emission (SOAE) during recovery from suppression by an external tone sometimes exhibits a prominent overshoot before reaching its normal level. At the onset of suppression, a less prominent undershoot is sometimes observed before the emission level stabilizes. The overshoot and undershoot are described in terms of the variable amount suppression produced by a neighboring higher-frequency SOAE which is responding more slowly to the modulation of the external tone. The variation of the SOAE amplitude during pulsed suppression is modeled by a pair of Van der Pol limit-cycle oscillators with the primary oscillator linearly coupled to the displacement of the secondary high-frequency one. We have found relaxation time constants for the onset of suppression of the order of 4.5 and 7.4 ms for the primary and secondary SOAEs, respectively, and for the recovery from suppression 4.8 and 10.48 ms for the primary and secondary SOAEs, respectively. The same model is also successful in describing the release from suppression of the primary SOAE by the secondary SOAE when the latter is partially suppressed by the external tone. Aspirin administration reduces the magnitude of the overshoot by reducing the level of the higher-frequency SOAE and thereby eliminating the suppression of the lower-frequency one.